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Communalism; Why and how political associations and 
government polarize  society on the basis of communal 
difference? 
Communalism is practice of having affection, loyalty or commitment to a group of common belief, 

interest, religion, caste, etc. 

Political association following a communal ideology relate people to make them follow it. They 

convert their communal views to get establish their vote bank of particular community. 

Communal differences makes it easier for political associations to polarize citizens. A community 

having communal differences with other communities attract towards any announce, aiding 

manifesto or decision specifically helping that community. 

For instance, analysis of reports of Sachar committee, Kundu committee and Mandal commission 

show us politically motivated communalism. 

 

Religious principles of communal politics 

Presence of religious sentiments give rise to the feeling of communalism. Politics use religion to 

mobilize sections of religious community. 

Appeal for religious principles make communal views widely applicable because people have 

religious sentiments and tend to see the world through their religious belief. Political associations 

use this opportunity to promote their religious beliefs or political strategy based on religious 

principles. 

 



 

 

 

 

Secularism: First pillar of democracy 

Secular democracy is one of the basic feature of constitution. Section 123(3) of Representation of 

this under People Act was intended to uphold the principle of secular democracy. 

‘Secular democracy does not mean that we shall not taken into consideration the religious 

sentiments of people. Secular state means not to impose any particular religion upon rest  who 

don’t follow it.’1  

State should consider religious views of all but can’t impose a particular religion to all. State and 

people should celebrate pluralism to promote secularism. 

 

1: B.R. Ambedkar mentioning Hindu Code Bill in 1951 as Chairman of Drafting Committee. 

Consequence: How communal politics affect secularism? 

Having communal views is not rare but imposing them by growing stereotype ‘me and my 

community are better’ alongwith power may result in social disintegrity or communal violence. 

Secularism and communalism oppose each other. When secularism states to be non-religious 

and implies social republic, on other hand being communal violates it by favouring a particular 

belief or religion. 

For instance, Babri Masjid demolition, Godhra-Gujarat riots, Muzaffarnagar riots, were 

communally driven by politics violates secularism and spread violence. Moreover, political 

discussion on communally sensitive issues like ram-mandir, triple talaq, beef ban widen 

communal difference,  creates social disintegrity, prevents state to be secular and makes it 

insecure. 

 

 

 


